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Barrow Premium External
Water-cooling Dock

$59.95

Product Images

Short Description

The Barrow EXWCD-240 External water-cooling dock is the perfect compliment to your small mini-ITX, mini-
tower, HTPC, test bench or any other smaller PC that has no internal room for watercooling. With this new
watercooling stand, you can mount your radiator, reservoir, pump, and fans to have a ready to go solution to
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externally watercool your mini rigs. Made of tough and crystal clear acrylic, this stand is robust and easy to
assemble. This dock wil also transmit your RBG LED lighting very easily due to the transparent nature of the
dock. So, what are you waiting for? Grab a 240, rad, pump, reservoir and 2 x 120mm RGB fans to quickly
create your external ewatercoling solution for your tight spaced system!

Description

The Barrow EXWCD-240 External water-cooling dock is the perfect compliment to your small mini-ITX, mini-
tower, HTPC, test bench or any other smaller PC that has no internal room for watercooling. With this new
watercooling stand, you can mount your radiator, reservoir, pump, and fans to have a ready to go solution to
externally watercool your mini rigs. Made of tough and crystal clear acrylic, this stand is robust and easy to
assemble. This dock wil also transmit your RBG LED lighting very easily due to the transparent nature of the
dock. So, what are you waiting for? Grab a 240, rad, pump, reservoir and 2 x 120mm RGB fans to quickly
create your external ewatercoling solution for your tight spaced system!
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Features
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Specifications
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Additional Information

Brand Barrow

SKU EXWCD-240

Weight 3.0000

Color Clear

Radiator Size 240 (2 x 120mm)

Radiator Accessory Type Stand

Material Acrylic

Vendor SKU/EAN 6937826614675


